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Canadian Rugby Foundation 2017 Chairman's Report

Chairman's Report
To our Members, Directors and Donors
I am pleased to report on our 15th year of operations. Rugby has been
challenging on many fronts for our National teams and we continue to
struggle in our flagship program, the Men's XV's. Nevertheless, we hope
in a small but gradually more significant way to contribute towards the
building of Rugby in Canada.
Financially we continue to grow our endowment though this year we
have paid out more funds this year than ever before. We received
$352,925 in donations, spent $49,790 in administration, gained
$299,583 in investment income from dividends, interest and capital
gains and losses and gave out $484,955 in scholarships and grants for a
total increase in assets of $109,370.
News on Funds
We were more active than ever in receiving donations for our various funds. Some highlights include:
The John Cannon fund grew from approx. $31,000 to
$56,000.
Randy Heward and the Hong Kong Olympic Sevens group
continued to hold a very successful lunch and distributed
$30,000 to our national Men's Seven's program.
Liz Ferguson and others commenced the Clansmen Legacy
Fund and already have over $40,000 in their endowment
fund.
A new scholarship fund for post secondary students playing Rugby was established for Westshore
R.F.C.
Our most active fund the Monty Heald fund led by
Barry Giffen, Steph White and their committee
raised an incredible $379, 962 and financed both
the Women's World Cup campaign and Fall tour
with grants in total of $325,000.
Dick Ellis Memorial Fund gave a grant of $2,000 to
allow the Canadian National Senior Women's
World Cup Team to travel to Vimy Ridge.
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Canadian Rugby Foundation Programs
The Foundation gave grants to several programs this year
many of which were critical to the event's success.
The inaugural Canadian University Men's Rugby
Championship, chaired by Jeff Chan, received a
grant of $50,000 through a partnership with a lead
sponsor. The championship was run by Guelph
University headed by Angela Orton and Rugby
Canada and was very well received and organization
is already under way for the next Championship in
Victoria in November of 2018.

The Bridge the Gap Fund helped Atlantic Canada U19 and Newfoundland U18 tour to Ireland in May
2017 with a $40,000 grant.
The Canadian Rugby Foundation awarded a $5,000 grant to support the Saskatchewan Rugby Boys
U18 Tour to a tournament in the USA.

Canadian Women's University Seven's Eastern Championship, an event
spearheaded by Colette McAuley, received a grant of $4,000.
The Foundation in addition gave grants to Rugby Canada to assist with
the preparation of the U20's Men's Rugby team and $1,500 to sponsor
the Canadian Shield award at the annual Rugby Canada awards.
A grant of $2,000 was given to the New Brunswick youth tour to
Kimberlee Nixon.
The B.C.R.U. U 19 men and women's tour to Ireland received a grant of
$25,000. The Gerald McGavin coaching award went to two BC coaches
travelling with the Irish Tour, Pamela Hadikin of Qualicum Beach and
Mike Jamieson of Surrey
Forward Looking
As we look forward we are cautiously optimistic that we will continue to attract the interest of clubs and
organizations wishing to establish funds and organizations continuing to grow their funds. The residual income
from these funds, after their annual distribution of 3.5 percent, are what provide depth to our endowments and
allow us to make general grants. We are appreciative of their commitment and support and need to continue to
earn their trust and confidence.
Our principal initiatives this year will be firstly to continue with the Men's University Championship and are
appreciative of the assistance and support of Rugby Canada. We are hopeful that Rugby Canada will be
selecting and hosting an annual All Star series of games against the U.S.A. with the team selected from the
tournament
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We are also planning to hold the second ever Canadian Club Championship this year. The last one over a
decade ago could not continue due to a lack of financial support. We have teamed up with a lead donor, who is
providing matching funds, to provide core ongoing support for this initiative headed by Hans De Goede. Our
intention is to hold a championship every two year’s initially with the Women and Men alternating. The format
will be a series of qualifying games with the top 4 teams assembling for semi finals and finals on the
Thanksgiving weekend on the mainland of B.C. The BCRU are also partners in this venture and have agreed
to host the event.
We believe this will provide a meaningful boost to Club Rugby across Canada and have tentatively confirmed
entrants from every region of Canada.
Summary
I would finish by thanking the dedicated group that makes our continued growth and success possible.
Our administrative team of Treasurer John Wrafter, Executive Assistant Bethany Crowther, Bookkeeper
Breann King continue to deal with the minutiae of everyday matters with efficient and attention to detail.
I also would thank our directors for their continued stewardship. Though we have not had an active board this
year - mostly due to the Chair's inattention to the rapid passage of time and consequent lack of scheduled
meetings - they continue to exercise a sober and reflective voice when needed.
Directors are as follows:
Pat Aldous
Rick Bourne
Dr. Noel Browne
Hans de Goede
Neil Duke
Barry Giffen
Randy Heward
Jim Kellett
Colette McAuley
Kyle Nichols
Rod Snow
Bill Webb
John Woodward
Mark Wyatt
Mike Holmes (Chair)

Mike Holmes
Chairman
Canadian Rugby Foundation
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SCHOLARSHIP REPORT
We gave out $4,500 in scholarships this year to the following recipients:
George Jones Scholarship awarded to Lyric Atchison and Mackenzie Carson
Thomas Family Scholarship awarded to Sophie de Goede and Myles Donoghue
Courtney Taffe Scholarship awarded Shaye Tudor
John Cannon Memorial Scholarship awarded to Tausani Levale
Marina & Howard Gerwing Scholarship awarded to Will Piche
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2017 Treasurer's Report
Please find attached our In House Financial Statements as of year 2017, which figures
are presently under Review by our Auditors and may be subject to change.
The highlights are as follows:
Donations $353,000 and we record those $10,000 and above from individuals;
Brian Hill (10k), Mark Wyatt and Capital City Fire(18k), Mike Holmes (54k with
30k in Memory of Lt. Colonel W.D.C. Holmes), Vancouver Island Rugby Union
(100k), Dr. Pat Parfrey (15k being a deposit on Newfoundland Tour below), Peter
& Jane Cannon (12.3k), Darrell Oswald (15k) and Bill McKen (10k). Foundation
Funds now totalling 42 (last year 36), with special mention to the University Supporters Fund (30k
being a deposit on the below Tour), John Cannon Memorial Fund (39.7k), Clansmen Legacy Fund (57k),
Monty Heald Fund (28.5k) and Montreal Irish Fund (15k).
Expenses $49,790. The amount you will recognize is above our 1% of Total Portfolio or $37,085. but
$17,150 relates to Investment Fees not previously recorded as an Expense.
Gifts to Qualified Donors $484,955 and we record a breakdown for those $25,000 and over; Monty
Heald Fund (325k), Newfoundland Tour (40k), University Championships (49.7k), BC Tour (25k) and
Scholarships (31.6k).
Portfolio $299,583 and Jim has kindly given us a summary per below. Upon request we are able to
send a complete report from Leith Wheeler, our Brokers.
“Bottom line, 2017 was a good year for the markets and an even (slightly) better year for our portfolio. We were
up 8.8 % vs 8.3% for the benchmark. We lagged the benchmark in the US where we did well but not as well due
to lack of exposure to the expensive FANG (Facebook, Amazon, Netflix, and Google) stocks. However, in Canada
and international markets we exceeded the benchmark performance. Our asset mix is moderately aggressive at
just over 60% equities and just shy of 40% bonds. The asset mix is still within the guidelines of our IPS. We
finished the year with $3.6M in assets.”
– Jim Kellett

As you can observe another good year for the Foundation with an Excess over Expenses recording $109,370.
and total Assets recording an all time high of $3,708,475.
Yours,

J.A. Wrafter
Treasurer
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Canadian Rugby Foundation - Snapshot 2004 to 2017
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Canadian Rugby Foundation - Income Statement
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Canadian Rugby Foundation - Balance Sheet
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